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1. Introduction

The NMSU Telemetry Center, in collaboration with the

NASA Microelectronics Center (MRC) at UNM, has completed a

study of the feasibility of building a constraint length 15,

rate 1/2 Viterbi Decoder (or BVD) to operate at a rate of i0

Mbps. The BVD, if built, would make TDRSS more accessible

to all users, small satellites in particular, by providing

an additional 2 dB of link margin, relative to the use of

the standard constraint length 7 decoder. The study

included the following:

i) Review of the 1 Mbps BVD built by the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL), currently the only BVD in existence

2) Development of Specifications for the basic

processing unit of the BVD (MRC)
2

3) Analytical Determination of performance of large

constraint length convolutional codes_

4) Investigation of the impact of processor design on

the overall system design_ -
2

5) Two feasible packaging technologies, proposed by

Cincinnati Electronics of Ohio.

It was concluded that while the construction of the BVD

is feasible, it will require the most advanced packaging

technology currently available, and that the project would

be best accomplished in an industrial facility. While the

size, complexity, and power requirements of the BVD will be

extreme, these will impact only the ground station. The

spacecraft will incur a minor change in the encoder design,

and the increased coding gain will allow a satellite to

operate with a smaller antenna.

1.1. Usability and Performance of BVD

The BVD would be built to be electrically compatible

with the existing interface for the standard constraint

length 7 Viterbi Decoder, and be installed in the

communication system as shown in figure i. The Viterbi

Decoder decodes convolutionally encoded data to provide

forward error correction. When used in a downlink, the

convolutional encoder, a simple device, is located in the

spacecraft, while the Viterbi Decoder, a complex device, is

located at the ground terminal. Figure 2 shows the standard

constraint length 7 convolutional encoder, consisting of a

7-stage shift register, and two parity checks. Figure 3

shows the constraint length 15 convolutional encoder,

consisting of a 15-stage shift register and two parity
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checks. This is the only modification to spacecraft
hardware required by the BVD.

The bit error rate performance of the BVD was predicted
using the bit error spectrum (BES) algorithm. Discussions
of this algorithm are found in the literature [1,2], and the
algorithm was implemented in the "C" programming language at

NMSU. The BES will produce an upper bound on the

probability of error for convolutional codes. The true bit

error rates converge to the upper bound at high signal-to-

noise ratios, and the BES is also useful for comparing the

relative performance gains of various codes. The results

are shown in figure 4. The standard constraint length 7

(64-state) code provides a coding gain of 5.6 dB over
uncoded BPSK. The BVD provides an additional 2 dB of coding

gain over the standard code. This translates directly into

a 2 dB savings in transmitter power (or antenna size) in the

spacecraft.

K=I5
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CODEBIT

SYMBOL
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Figure 1. System with K=I5 Viterbi Decoder
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2 BVD Specifications.

The BVD is to decode a rate 1/2 constraint length 15

(214 state) convolutional code using the full Viterbi

algorithm as opposed to sequential decoding. The BVD will

be programmable to allow for different polynomials but it is

the best known generator polynomials are:

G(d) = [l+d2+d3+d4+d6+d7+d8+dlO+dl4],

[l+d+d5+d7+d8+dll+dl3+dl4]

Additionally, the BVD is to use 8-1evel soft decisions and a

traceback depth of 70.

The decoder can be constructed from 128 0.8 micron CMOS

chips with system clock of 35-45 MHz. Given a faster clock,

the system could be built with fewer chips, each chip having

more processors but the same number of I/O's. Increasing

the number of I/O's is not recommended, as this would make

the chip too large. Input data, representing 8-1evel

received symbols will be clocked into the decoder at a rate

of 20 MHz, for a decoded data rate of i0 Mbps.

2.1. Processor Specifications.

The specifications for the processor chips have been

drafted by the MRC, and are as follows:

A radix-16 node processor scheme was chosen to

implement the basic metric calculation. Each processor

operates in a bit-serial manner, forward propagating the 16

computed metrics along 16 separate bit serial lines to the

appropriate 16 destination processors, as shown in figure 5.

Each IC is to contain 8 independent radix-16 processors

thereby supporting 128 nodes, and requiring 128 such chips

to implement the entire BVD. A radix 16 implementation was

chosen because it allows the metric information to be

updated once every 4 information symbols. This

significantly reduces the data rate of the metric

communication channels and allows this information to be

transferred bit serially between processors. A radix larger

than 16 was not chosen because the chip area required to

implement a radix 32 processor is too large. The number of

node processors that can be implemented on a single chip is

still limited by the number of I/O pins that can be

reasonably placed around a single die in the radix-16

configuration. The limiting factor becomes the actual

computation circuitry when considering higher radix

processors, for an only marginal improvement in data flow.

The I/O pins for the processor chip are detailed in the

appendix.
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Figure 5. Radix-16 processor.

2.2. The Interconnection Problem

The function of the Viterbi Algorithm is to

determine the most likely state history of the convolutional

encoder. To do this, the decoder must maintain a "metric"

function, which indicates the likelihood that the decoder is

in a given state at a given time. Each state of the code

will have a processor dedicated to the task of continuously

updating the metric function for that state. Updating the

state metric requires that each processor receive metric

information concerning predecessor states, and pass on

information to processors responsible for successor states.

The consequence of this is that the architecture of the

Viterbi decoder is dictated by the state diagram of the

convolutional encoder. Thus, if we look at a typical state

diagram, each node (state) represents a processor, and each

line represents a connection between processors.

The state register of the convolutional encoder is in

fact a shift register, and therefore, the state transitions

are generated by shifts of the shift register. Figure 6

shows a state diagram for a 16-state convolutional encoder.

The states are labeled with binary numbers, and a state

transition is generated by making left shift. The leftmost

bit is shifted out, and a "0" or "i" is shifted into the

right-most position.

When the number of states becomes so large that not all

of the processors will fit onto one VLSI chip, the state

diagram must be subdivided. Oliver Collins of JPL has

derived a method for partitioning large state diagrams and

applied it to the construction of a K=I5 decoder at JPL

[3,4]. According to Collins' method, one can construct an

M-state state diagram using M/N identical N-state building

blocks derived from the state diagram of an N-state machine.

To do this, an additional symbol "A" is inserted into each

state label of the N-state diagram, according to certain

rules. The symbol "A" represents any number, k, of bits,
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and allows the N-state diagram to become one of 2k building

blocks in a 2k-N state diagram. When the symbol "A" is

inserted, some of the connections in the state diagram will

be valid for all values of "A", and may be hardwired on the

building block, while other connections are not valid for

all values of "A", and represent connections which must be

made to other building blocks. Figure 7 shows a 16-state

state diagram modified according to Collins' method.

Connections valid for all values of "A" are shown with bold

lines. As can be seen, this partitioning allows slightly

less than half of the connections to be hardwired on the

building block, the remaining connections must be made

between blocks. Collins' method allows greater efficiencies

to be obtained for building blocks of greater numbers of

nodes.

Figure 6. State Diagram for 16-state convolutional encoder.
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,,.- CONNECTION VALID
FOR ANY VALUE OF "A"

J, CONNECTION NOTVALID
FOR ALL VALUES OF "A"
MUST BE CONNECTED

TO ANOTHER BLOCK

Figure 7. 16-state state diagram with symbol "A" inserted.

The method for inserting the symbol "A" into the state

labels is as follows:

i) A set of sub-strings, referred to as a cover, is

chosen such that every state label in the N-state state

diagram includes an element from the cover.

2) The symbol "A" is inserted immediately before the

last occurrence of an element from the cover.

3) Collins has shown that the inclusion of an s-bit

element in the cover causes the fraction 2 -s of the number

of connections in the N-state state diagram to be non-

applicable to the universal building block. The objective
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is to find the cover which maximizes the number of universal

connections.

In the example of figure 7, the cover is {i,0000}. The

symbol "A" is inserted immediately before the last
occurrence of "i" or "0000", and the fraction of connections

which are valid for the universal building block is equal to

1-(1/2)-(1/16) or 7/16.

Collins' method was applied to the construction of a

radix-2 K=I5 decoder at JPL. For the radix-16

implementation, Collins' method is applicable, but less

powerful. This is because the number of required

connections is much larger, while the fraction of

connections which are applicable to the universal building

block is much smaller. The term radix-k simply means that

each state has k successors and k predecessors, so that the

simplest implementation is radix-2. Radix 4,8, and 16

implementations are formed by letting the state diagram show

transitions made in 2, 3, or for steps, respectively. This

implementation results in a speed advantage, in that the

decoder can process more than one symbol per cycle (4 in the

case of radix 16), but increases the interconnection

complexity. The effect of radix greater than two is shown

by figures 8 and 9, which show 8-state state diagrams of

radix 2 and 4 respectively. As can be seen, even radix 4

doubles the interconnection density over radix 2.

To apply Collins' method to a radix-16 implementation,

either of two approaches could be used:

i) Replace the binary digits with hexadecimal digits,

and extend the involved operations to the hexadecimal

numbering system

or

2) Keep the binary system and treat the radix 16 branch

as a sequence of four binary branches.

In the first approach we apply hexadecimal equivalents

of the binary operations used in Collins original

formulation. This means that each s-digit element included

in the cover would cause the fraction 16 -s connections to be

non-universal, yet more elements would be required in the

cover, to the extent that the attainable efficiency is

reduced. Furthermore, in partitioning the radix-2 state

diagram, Collins first obtains an immediate two-fold

reduction by combining the states into pairs of states

having the same predecessors. For the radix-16

implementation, the analogous step has already been taken,

as the MRC specification calls for processors designed to

8



Figure 8. Radix-2 8-state state diagram.

Figure 9. 8-state radix-4 state diagram.



handle 16-nodes. These processors, of which there are 1024,

are the elements to be used in the subdivision.

NMSU has accomplished the generalization of Collins

method to radix 4, 8, and 16, and developed a program which

finds the covers for each of these cases. Table I shows the

results found by the program. In the table, a "unit" refers

to a collection of nodes between which it is desired to

minimize the inter-connections. This could be an integrated

circuit chip, or also a board consisting of IC's. As

mentioned, Collins' method requires that the nodes must

first be grouped into processors (In the radix-2

implementation, Collins refers to them as Butterflies) each

of which handles a number of nodes equal to the radix of

implementation. Furthermore it is plain from the method of

labeling the processors, that the number of processors per

unit must be a power of the radix. The wiring requirement

of each processor is one incoming wire and one outgoing wire

per node. It is in terms of this baseline that the

reduction obtained by the algorithm is expressed.

STATES
PER
UNIT

8
16

2

0.25

0.375

0.4375

RADIX

4

0

8

32
64 0.5625 0.25

128 0

256 0.40625 0
512 0.25

1024

2O48

4096

16

0.25

Table X. Efficiencies obtained by applying Collins'

reduction method to radix _ 2.

As an example, if we are operating in radix-4 we have a

processor representing four states. If we place four such

processors in a group, the group represents 16 states, but

no reduction is possible. With 16 such processors, the

processor labeling, in base four, is 0, i, 2, 3, i0, ...33,
and we obtain a reduction of 0.25 using a cover of {0, i,

22, 23, 32, 33}. In radix 16 implementation, we obtain 256

states using 16 processors, but no reduction is possible.

Using 256 processors per unit, we obtain 4096 states per

unit, and 4 units are needed for the required 16,384 states.
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The algorithm allows a reduction of 0.25, meaning that 2048
I/O wires are required for the metric information, and
additionally, 21 control wires.

If the other approach is taken, each hexadecimal branch
is looked at as composed of four binary branches. In this
case, the hexadecimal branch is non-universal if one or more
of the binary branches is non universal. Collins defines
the efficiency E as the fraction of branches which are
universal. If a given binary cover results in an efficiency
of E, the same cover used in the hexadecimal system results
in an efficiency of E4. With 4096 states in a building
block, there are 256 radix-16 processors. For 256
processors, the best cover found by Collins gives an
efficiency of 0.719 in radix 2, which translates to 0.267 in
radix 16, a slight gain for using the more exacting
approach. However, with the BVD system consisting of 4
modules, 25% of the connections will be on the same module
anyway.

3 Packaging Considerations

Using the chip specifications of UNM, a single chip

provides 128 processors, each handling the operations

associated with 16 nodes. If we pair off the chips, each

pair consists of 16 processors, and 256 metric lines leave

the pair, while 256 arrive at the pair. The UNM chip can be

programmed to select the processors on the chip. If the

nodes are selected appropriately, it is possible to bus the

wires in groups of 16. Although this does not reduce the

physical density of the BVD system, it does simplify the

layout.

Figure i0 illustrates how this is accomplished. Here,

K is an integer between 1 and 256, which uniquely identifies

the chip pair. The nodes assigned to the first chip of the

pair should be nodes 256K through 256K+127 and the nodes

assigned to the second pair should be 256K+128 through 256K

+ 255. M[x] would be a wire which carries the metric

information from state x. M[x0...xn] represents a bus of

such metrics.

With 256 such pairs in the entire system, the wiring

density of the BVD system becomes extreme. It could be

stated that the area required for the logic itself is
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M[16K+(0...7)]

M[16K+(1024... 1031 )]

M[16K+(2048...2055)]

M[16K+(3072...3079)]

M[16K+(4096...4103)]

M[16K+(5120...5127)]

M[16K+(6144...6151)]

M[16K+(7168_.7175)]

M[16K+(8192...8199)]

M[16K+(9216...9223)]

M[16K+(10240... 10247)]

M[ 16K+(11264._ 11271 )]

M[16K+(12288...12295)]

" M[16K+(13312... 13319)]

M[16K+(14336... 14343)]

M[16K+(15360... 15367)]

M[16K+(8...15)]

M[16K+(1032... 1039)]

M[16K+(2056...2063)]

M[16K+(3080...3087)]

M[16K+(4104...4111)]

M[16K+(5128...1031)]

M[16K+(6152...5135)]

M[16K+(7176... 7183)]

M[16K+(8200...8207)]

M[16K+(9224...9231)]

M[16K+(10248...10255)]

M[16K+(11272... 11279)]

M[16K+(12296...12303)]

M[16K+(13320...13327)]

M[16K+(14344...14351)]

M[16K+(15368...15375)]

Figure 10. Proposed Grouping

M[256K+(0...15)]

M[256K+(16...31)]

M[256K+(32...47)]

M[256K+(48...63)]

M[256K+(64...79)]

M[256K+(80...95)]

M[256K+(96... 111)]

M[256K+(112...127)]

M[256K+(128...143)]

M[256K*(144... 159)]

M[256K*(160...175)]

M[256K+(176... 191)]

M[256K+(192...207)]

M[256K+(208...223)]

M[256K+(224.,.239)]

M[256K+(240...255)]

of Processors.
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Figure 11. Conventional VLSI module.

Figure 12. Multi-Chip Module.

relatively insignificant compared to the volume required for

wiring. The size of the chip is in fact dictated by the I/O

requirements. The system requirements of the BVD will
stress the limits of conventional printed circuit board

technology, and it is strongly recommended that multi-chip

module technology be used for the BVD. The report from

Cincinnati Electronics presents two feasible packaging
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options, both of which call for the most advanced technology

available.

The difference between multi-chip and conventional

technology is shown by figures II and 12. In conventional

technology, the actual circuitry occupies a very small

percentage of the volume of the carrier. In multi-chip

module technology, multiple chips are installed in a single

carrier. One thing which is certain is that the technology

chosen for the BVD must allow for the installation of custom

designed chips. Packages built for microprocessors will

probably not meet the speed requirements of this project.

3.1 Capacitance and Power Estimates

When the architectural requirements of the BVD were

determined, Cincinnati Electronics (CE), an engineering firm

with experience in electronic packaging was consulted to

determine feasible packaging options for the system. CE has

identified two options, which are described in a separate

report. To specify the project, NMSU developed a set of

schematics (which are still on file) showing the chip pairs

and the 16-wire busses described in the previous section.

The schematics were sent to CE with the following

description:

The Big Viterbi Decoder consists of 128

chips. Each chip consists of 276 pins, of which

20 are global control functions, which are

connected in parallel to all 128 chips, and the

remaining 256 pins are data lines which must be
interconnected between the chips in a very

specific manner.

The control connections are not shown on the

schematics as they are not the main concern.

However, we are very concerned about the

feasibility of making the data connections. To

make the data connections, the 128 Viterbi Decoder

Chips have been grouped into 64 pairs. The 64

pairs are interconnected by busses of 16 lines

each.

The schematic consists of 5 sheets. The

first sheet shows how two chips are interconnected

into a pair. The remaining four make up the top

level diagram, which shows the 64 pairs

interconnected by 16 line busses.

Given the schematics, CE estimated the dimensions of

the BVD device, and provided an order-of-magnitude, worst

case estimate of the capacitance that the pins of the BVD
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chips would be required to drive. This is a significant and
important problem for the following reasons:

I) When the processor chips are mounted, and
connected in the way that the constraint length 15 code
requires, the length of the wires becomes extremely long by
IC standards, approximately i0 _. This means that the trace
length capacitance can by no means be neglected, and will
impact the ability of the device to meet its speed
requirements (40 MHz system clock)

2) Trace length capacitance is needed to determine the
power requirements of the processor chips, which affects the
size of the line drivers.

3) The trace length and power requirements are mutually
compounding problems. That is, longer wires require more
power, which would require larger line drivers, and hence
larger chips. The larger chips would in turn increase the
physical dimensions of the system, and demand longer lines.

For the capacitance estimate, a worst-case chip size
estimate of 0.5" by 0.5" was used. This is the requirement
for peripheral interconnects, and could possibly be reduced
by the use of pin-grid array interconnects. Additionally,
CE has stipulated the following assumptions for the
capacitance estimate:

i) Trace-to-trace capacitances are assumed to be
negligible.

2) Traces are assumed to be over a continuous ground
plane. (Could be metal package, etc.)

3) A trace width of i0 mil. Note, smaller trace widths
will probably be required for this project, however, this
will provide a worst case area.

4) Dielectric constant (K) of 9, this is consistent
with MCM-C technology, and probably worst case.

Based on these assumptions and modeling the traces on the
hybrid as a rectangular parallel plate capacitor yields
101.2 pF for a maximum trace length of I0 _.

Given the line capacitance, the MRC has provided
estimate for the processor chip, using the fact that the
energy required for a change in logic state is:

1
E = 2-CV2
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and a clock rate of 40 MHz. The worst case value would be
12.8W. Using the fact that approximately half of the lines
will actually change state on any given cycle, and that the
average trace length is approximately 1/3 the maximum trace
length, a typical power estimate would be 2.112W. Using 3V
logic, the power could be further reduced to 0.760W. This
is the power for the line drivers. Using 2.4W for the power

of the chip logic itself, the power comes to:

P(3V supply) = 3.16W

P(typical) = 4.51W

3.2 Description of the Packaging options

Cincinnati Electronics has recommended 2 packaging

options:

I) Planar High Density Interconnect Thin Film Module

Approach

2)3-D Chip on Board Vertical Integration

Approach #1 offers the advantage of a more compact

package, whereas approach number 2 offers the advantage of
easier troubleshooting. This is because the first approach

requires distributed array chip interconnects, while the

second allows peripheral interconnects. Both approaches use

4 multi-chip modules (MCM) of 32 chips each. The first

approach uses Bump-Bonded Flip Chips, close mounted heat

sink, and ball grid array intermodule connections. Approach

#2 uses tape automated bonding (TAB) circuit cards. The

cards are stacked, and each card provides vias for inter-

card connections. With this approach the circuit would be

cooled by circulating air between the cards. With the first

approach the dimensions of the MCM would be 10" by 5", with

the second, 13.850" by 7.140". Both use nearly all of the

area of the MCM for module interconnects. The packaging

options are described in more detail in the report by
Cincinnati Electronics.

4 Conclusion

While the construction of the i0 Mbps Big Viterbi

Decoder is feasible, it is likely to require sophisticated

industrial facilities and the most advanced packaging

technology available at this time. The technology required

to build a i0 Mbps BVD was not available when JPL built the

1 Mbps BVD. The JPL BVD pushed the limits of the technology

available at that time, and would have been impossible to

build had it not been for Collins' reduction method. The i0

Mbps BVD calls for radix-16 implementation, which increases

the interconnection density by a factor of 4, and reduces

the gains which can be obtained by the reduction method. It
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is essential that the 128 processor chips be identical and

individually testable. Testing and trouble shooting of the

system will be laborious tasks, and the project will be

expensive. However, MCM technology is advancing rapidly,

and it is possible that the project may become less

expensive in the future. Furthermore, the construction of

one Big Viterbi Decoder to be installed at the ground
terminal would increase the link margin of all current and

potential TDRSS users.
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APPENDIX

Pins for Processor Chips, Information furnished by MRC

Pi___n Count Description

Name

M 256 These pins transfer metric and traceback
information to and from the individual radix-

16 metric processors in bit-serial format.

They are point to point communication lines.

The wiring pattern is determined solely by

partitioning of metric evaluation processors

into individual integrated circuits. UNM has

currently done no work to determine optimal

chip placement or node processor partitioning.

Max data rate approx 40 MHz.

The envisioned format of the data flowing on

these bit serial lines is as follows: i) The

bit serial busses each contain 16 time slices

per metric evaluation. Currently i0 to 12 of

these time slices are envisioned as being used

17



S

Clock

Q

ResetN

D

NoLock

Config

i0

1

2

1

2

to transfer metric information. The remaining
will be used for traceback information
(propagating in the opposite direction, of
course.)

If a detailed analysis shows that fewer bits
are actually required for the metric data,
then the total number of slots may be reduced
accordingly.

Winning metric select pins. Used to determine

which was the smallest metric in a given

metric evaluation iteration. Used to

renormalize on going metric calculations. Max

Data rate approx 40 MHz.

Six of these pins are wired as a balanced

binary tree (two 2-bit busses in and one 2-bit

bus out). Two are global output pins and two

are global input pins. The actual chips may

be connected arbitrarily, as long as a binary

tree is formed. The circuit implements a

binary divide and conquer compare scheme.

System Clock, global

Data Out, Tri-State, Global, One pin indicates

output data is a one, the other that the

output data is a zero. If both are active,

the output is ambiguous. Max rate approx i0

Mhz.

Global Reset

Input Data. Max data rate 20 MHz.
Connections.

Global

No Data Sync. Status Output. Only the pin

associated with the chip corresponding to the

root of the binary tree built by the S pins

contains useful information.

Metric processor initialization, serially

shifted from chip to chip during system

initialization.
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